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Abstract 

We point out that the ratio of W+W- + W+W- and W+W- -+ 22 cross sec- 

tions is a sensitive probe of the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking, in the C M  

energy region Jsww 2 1 TeV where vector boson scattering may well become strong. 

We suggest ways in which this ratio can be extracted at a 1.5 TeV e+e- linear collider, 

using W*, 2 -+ j j  hadronic decays and relying on &jet mass resolution to provide 

statistical discrimination between W* and 2. WW fusion processes studied here are 

unique for exploring scalar resonances of mass about 1 TeV and are complementary to 

studies via the direct channel e f e -  -+ W+W- for the vector and non-resonant cases. 

With an integrated luminosity of '200 fb-', the signals obtained are statistically signifi- 

cant. Comparison with a study of e-€- + VVW- W -  process is made, Enhancements 

of the signal rate from using a polarized electron beam, or at a 2 TeV e+e- linear 



I. Introduction 

The mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) is the foremost opeu question in 

particle physics today. One direct approach to this question is to search for Higgs bosons [I]. 

A complementary approach is to study the scattering of pairs of longitudinally polarized weak 

bosons [2-41 WL (where and henceforth, W generically denotes W* and 2 unless specified 

otherwise), since at high energies they recall their origins as Goldstone bosons and reflect 

the EWSB dynamics, thanks to an equivalence theorem [ 5 ] .  In the Standard Model (SM), 

if the Higgs boson is not very heavy ( r n ~  5 0.5 TeV), WLWL scattering remains relatively 

weak. But in general, if there is no Higgs boson below about 0.8 TeV, the scattering of W t  

pairs is expected to become strong at  CM energies of order 6 2 1 TeV. A variety of 

rriodels of the Strongly-interacting Electro- Weak Sector (SEWS) have been put forward to 

parameterize this strong scattering, to impose the constraints of unitarity and crossing, and 

to characterize different EWSB possibilities 12-41. 

In the present paper we first point out that the cross section ratio cr(W+W- + W+W-) /  

a(W+W- -+ 22) is a sensitive probe of the SEWS, since different models predict very 

different ratios. We then suggest ways in which this ratio may be extracted from a “Next 

e f e -  Linear Collider” (NLC) with the CM energy 4 = 1.5 TeV through the WfW- fusion 

processes [6-91 

2 

e+e- + VVW+ W - ,  V V Z Z  . (1) 

In studies of strong WW scattering at  hadron colliders, it is necessary €or identification to use 

leptonic W*, 2 decays, which have the disadvantages of a n  invisible neutrino and/or small 

branching fractions. At ece -  colliders we are able to exploit the hadronic decays, which have 

the advantages of large branching fractions and reconstructibility. Here we rely on W*,  2 3 

j j  hadronic decays, with sufficient dijet mass resolution to provide statistical discrimination 

between W+W- and 22 final states. We suggest cuts to minimize the principal backgrounds 
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from transverse W-pair production that are intrinsic in Eq. ( l ) ,  and also come from 

where the finaI-state electrons escape undetected along the beam-pipe? as well as from the 

annihilation channel [lo] 

e+e- + ZW+W- + fivW+W-. 

We discuss the prospects for discriminating between W+W-, W*Z and 22 final states and 

make illustrative calculations to show what may be learned from experiments. 

(3) 

The process e-e- --t VVW-W-  is unique to explore the weak “isospin” I = 2 non- 

resonant channel [3,11]. We therefore include a comparison of results at both e-)-e- and e-e- 

colliders. We also show the improvements that would come from using polarized electron 

beams, in both e+e- and e-e- cases. 

The SEWS effects become significantly larger as energy increases. We therefore demon- 

strate the enhancement of the signal rate at a 2 TeV e+e- collider and possible p+p- circular 

colliders with larger CM energies [la]. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section I1 presents the modeis to be compared. Section 

111 discusses the question of dijet mass resolution. Section IV describes our methods of 

calculation and the motivation for our choices of acceptance cuts. Results are presented and 

discussed in the final two sections. We conclude that at a 1.5 TeV NLC with an integrated 

luminosity of 200 fb-’, it should be feasible to extract information or! SEWS by separately 

studying W+W- and 22 events. 

11. Models for WLWL scattering 

If we ignore gauge couplings and the mass M ,  the scattering of real longitudinal weak 

bosons WLWi -, W2W;f due to EWSB interactions is the same as the scattering of the  

corresponding Goldstone bosons [5]  and can be parametrized by an amplitude A(s , t , u )  as 
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follows: 

where = (PI + p2)’ ,  t = (pi - ~ 3 ) ~  and u = (pi - ~ 4 ) ~  are the usual Mandelstam variables. 

We recall that  the amplitudes T ( I )  for total isospin I ,  which should obey unitarity, are then 

given by 

T(O) = 3 4 . 3 ,  t ,  u )  + A ( t ,  s, u) + A(u,  t ,  s), 

T (  1) = A ( t ,  S, U )  - A(u,  t ,  s ) ,  

T(2)  = A(t ,  s ,  u) + A(u, t ,  s). 

Unitarity may be monitored through the partial wave amplitudes ui for orbital angular 

momentum L ,  

UL, I = - J’ ~ ( c o s e ) ~ L ( c o s q ~ ( r ) ,  (12) 6 4 ~  -1 

with T ( I )  = 3 2 ~ C ( 2 L  + l)PL(cosB)ui. The unitarity condition l2ai - i (  5 1 is sometimes 

approximated by requiring la;/ 5 1 or IReai( 5 $. 
Various models for these scattering amplitudes have been suggested [2-41. We shall con- 

centrate on models resulting from effective chiral Lagrangians, with and without resonances, 

as follows. 

(a) SM Heavy Higgs Model 

The Equivalence Theorem [5]  gives the amplitude 
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where m H  and l7H are the Higgs boson mass and width, II = 246 GeV is the usual vacuum 

expectation value, and 6(s) = 1 (0) for s > 0 [s < 0). In all models, A( t , s ,u )  and A ( u , t ,  S) 

are obtained by permuting s, t ,  w. 

(b) Low-Energy Theorem (LET) Model 1131 

This simply extrapolates the amplitudes, prescribed at  low energy in terms of v 

A ( s , t , u )  = s/v2, i 141 
and is the r n ~  4 03 limit of Eq. (13). This model eventually violates unitarity; e.g. u: 

violates the bound 1Rea;l 5 when ,/Z > 1.2 TeV and the less stringent bound lag] 5 1 when 

&' > 1.7 TeV, where s denotes the WW invariant mass squared. Our present illustrations 

scarcely approach these non-unitary ranges. However, at higher energies we can unitarize 

the amplitudes by a cut-off or by the 1'-matrix prescription 

which enforces the elastic unitarity condition l2a_f, - iI = 1. 

( c )  Chirally-Coupled Scalar (CCS)  Model 141 

This model describes the low-energy behaviour of a technicolor-type model [14] with a 

techni-sigma scalar resonance, through the amplitude 

where MS is the scalar resonance mass and I's = 3gih4i/(32?rv2) is its decay width into 

Goldstone fields. The SM amplitude with S = H is recovered for gs = 1. We choose 

44s = 1.0 TeV and I's = 0.35 TeV, for which gs N 0.84; unsurprisingly, the results are 

similar to the SM case. 

(d) Chirally-Coupled Vector (CCV) Model [4,15] 

This model describes the low-energy behaviour of a technicolor-type model [14] with a 

techni-rho vector resonance V ,  through the amplitude 

] 7 (17) 
S u - s  t - s  A ( s ,  t ,  U )  = -(4 - 3 ~ )  + + 4v* 
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where M v  and rv are the vector resonance mass and width while a = 1927rv21?v/M;. We 

choose the case Mv = 1.0 TeV with rv = 30 GeV. Note that the CFOSS section for vector 

resonance production increases as the width rv- becomes larger. The choice of a rather 

narrow width in our study is motivated from LEP-I constraints via the 2 - V mixing [16]. 

tn  our signal calculations, we will concentrate on the processes of Eq. ( l ) ,  which go 

via the W+W- initial state, since the charged current coupling to the electron is larger 

than the neutral current coupling. We can calculate model (a) directly from the complete 

SM amplitudes without recourse to the Goldstone boson scattering amplitude A ( s ,  t ,  u);  

the latter is shown above simply for comparison. The same is true for model (b),  in regions 

where unitarity is respected. For these two cases, we define the SEWS signals as the excesses 

of heavy Higgs boson results over that of m H  = 0. Models ( c )  and (d) must however be 

calculated from the A(s ,  t ,  u )  expressions, using the Effective W-boson Approximation [17]. 

We emphasize that the ratio of W+W- + WfW- and W+W- -, 22 cross sec- 

tions is a sensitive probe of the SEWS [3], since the models have distinctive particle spec- 

tra with different weak isospin content. For a scalar-dominance model, one expects the 

W,'W; rate to be larger than 2 ~ 2 ~ ;  e.g. a SM-like Higgs boson dominating in the s- 

channel gives a ( H  -+ W,+Wi)/a(H -+ 2 ~ 2 ~ )  N 2. For a vector-dominance model there 

would be a significant resonant enhancement in the WzW; mode, but not in 2 ~ 2 ~  due 

to the weak isospin conservation in SEWS (just like po + T+R- but not nono in QCD). 

On the other hand, if the resonances are far from our reach, then the LET amplitudes 

behave like --u/v2 for WzWL + W,'Wc and like s /v2  for W z W i  + ZLZL,  so that 

c~(M/,iWi -+ ZLZL)/CT(W;W~ --f W;fWL) = 3/2. The 2 ~ 2 ,  rate is then larger than 

W l  W i ,  and even more so in the central scattering region. Measuring the relative yields of 

W,'t4/',- and 2 ~ 2 ~  will therefore reveal important characteristics of the SEWS. 
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111. Dijet mass resolution 

We consider W' and 2 bosons detected by their &jet decay modes and identified via the dijet 

invariant masses M(W* 4 jj) N Mw, M ( Z  + jj) z M z .  With realistic mass resolution, 

discrimination cannot be made event-by-event but can be achieved on a statistical basis. 

The experimental W dijet mass distributions will contain the intrinsic decay widths 

folded with experimental resolution factors depending on calorimetry and geometry. We 

have explored the possible dijet mass resolution using two alternative jet energy resolution 

algorithms [18] 

bEj /E j  = O . s O / f i  @ 0.02 Algorithm A (18) 

= 0.25/& @ 0.02 Algorithm B (19) 

in GeV units, where the symbol @ means adding in quadrature. We applied this to the 

typical SM background process e+e- --f eCvW-Z at f i  = 1.5 TeV, averaging over all final 

W -+ j j  dijet decays with gaussian smearing of jet energies according to these algorithms; 

the resulting W* 4 j j  and Z -+ j j  dijet invariant mass distributions are shown in Fig. 1. 

Since this study omits angular resolution effects, sensitive to details of detector design, we 

shall adopt the more conservative algorithm A for further illustrations. 

If we now identify dijets having measured mass in the intervals 

1 1 
2 [0.85Mw, - ( M w  + Mz)] and [ ~ ( M w  + Mz), 1.15Mz] 

as W* 4 j j  and 2 ---f jj, respectively, algorithm A indicates that true W+W-, W*Z,  

ZZ + j j j j  events will be interpreted statistically as follows: 

WW + 78% WW, 18% W Z ,  1%ZZ, 3%reject, 

W Z  + 11% WW, 77% W Z ,  9%ZZ, 3%reject, 

22 + 2% WW, 22% W Z ,  72% ZZ, 4%reject, 

These numbers show that misidentification of W+W- as ZZ (or vice versa) is very unlikely; 

also the loss of W+W- or 22 signal strength is not in itself very serious. The principal 
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danger comes from W*Z events that are misidentified as W+W- or 22, confusing or even 

swamping these signals if W*Z production is relatively large. We must therefore ensure, via 

suitable acceptance criteria, that W*Z production is not an csrder of rnqpitude bigger than 

W+W- or Z Z  signal. 

A final caveat: the numbers above refer strictly to light-quark jets. In b- and c-quark jets 

there is an  appreciable probability of b --t d v  and/or c -+ slv ( l  = e,y  or 7)  semileptonic 

decays, where neutrinos deplete the visible jet energy. Thus more 2 -+ j j  dijets will be 

interpreted as W* -t j j ,  but not vice versa. We have modeled this effect in typical situations 

with Scenario A and find that the correction to the W* + j j  results is rather small. 

However, about 8% more W*Z events are now identified as W+W- (increasing this source 

of background); also about 10% more 22 events are now identified as W*Z (increasing this 

loss of signal). These changes are significant but not disastrous. The resulting modified 

identification probabilities are as follows:' 

WW + 73% WW, 17% W Z ,  1% 22, 9%reject, 

W Z  + 19% WW, 66% W Z ,  7%22, 8%reject, 

22 + 5% WW, 3'2% W Z ,  55% ZZ, B%reject, 

and we will use these numbers in the rest of our analyses. 

When the dijet mass resolution function is known, €or a given detector, the apparent 

W+W-,  W * Z  and 22 rates can be unfolded to determine approximately the underlying 

true rates. In the following, we first concentrate our attention on these true rates, and then 

use the examples above to estimate resolution effects. 

IV. SM calculations and acceptance cuts 
(I 

The SM signals for W,'Wi -t W,'WL, ZLZL fusion processes with a heavy Higgs boson 

have been considered previously, along with certain SM backgrounds [S-91. The irreducible 

SM backgrounds to  the Strongly-interacting Electro-Weak Sector, which include transversely 
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polarized vector bosons W; and Zr production, can be obtained by setting m H  = 0; further 

backgrounds arise from ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g  other SN channels in Eq. (2). 

We first address the annihilation background of Eq. (3), which has different dynamics and 

requires different cuts from the other backgrounds. It is important a t  fi = 0.5 TeV [8], but 

unlike the scattering channels, its cross section increases slowly with ,/Z above the threshold 

and then decreases after f i  - 1 TeV, like I/s asymptotically. At & = 1.5 TeV the total 

annihilation background cross section is of order 10 €b (taking into account three flavors 

of the neutrinos from the 2 decay), comparable to the SEWS signals. It can be reduced 

severely, however, by a cut on the recoil mass Mrecoa that is the invariant mass of all the 

final-state particles excluding the WfW- -, ( j j ) ( j j )  system: 

Mr2ecoil = s + M&w - 2&(Ew+ + Ew-) , (20) 

where the W boson energies Ew are defined in the efe- CM frame and f i  is the CM energy 

of the e+e- collider. The recoil-mass spectrum of the annihilation Eq. (3) peaks at M z ,  due 

to the 2 + Y V  decay, but this peak is smeared out by the contributions of initial-state 

radiation as well as the mismeasurement of the W hadronic energies. A cut such as 

Mrecoil > 200 GeV , (21) 

therefore effectively suppresses the annihilation background. Figure 2 shows that this back- 

ground is reduced to about 1-2% of typical SEWS signals, with negligible effect on the 

scattering channels at 4 = 1.5 TeV. We shall henceforth make this cut and neglect the 

annihilation background of Eq. (3). 

The remaining scattering cross sections of interest are illustrated in Fig. 3. This figure 

shows SM cross sections for the fusion processes with both m H  = 0 (solid curves) and m H  = 1 

TeV (dashed curves); the excess over the m H  = 0 case represents the SEWS signal in the SM 

Heavy Higgs Model. The SEWS signals of present interest have final-state WLf W l  and ZLZL 

pairs, giving four-jet final states with two undetected neutrinos [see Eq. (l)]; the branching 

fractions for four-jet decays are not included in this section. 
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We start with the most basic acceptance cuts. Since we are interested in WW scattering 

at  high subprocess energy, we look for pairs of weak bosons with high invariant masses Mww, 

high transverse r n o m a t a  m(W) af the vector bosons. and relatively Large angles Ow with 

respect to the beam axis. We require 

Mww > 500 GeV ; PT(W)  > 150 GeV ; I cos Owl < 0.8. (22) 

The solid curves in Fig. 4 show the resulting cross sections at  fi = 1.5 TeV in (a) the W+W- 

channel and (b) the 22 channel, for the SM Heavy Higgs Model (VLH = 1 TeV) and the LET 

Model ( m ~  = 00); SM backgrounds are also shown. Note that the solid curves represent 

sums of signal plus the intrinsic background; the signals alone are found by subtracting the 

m H  = 0 curve, in this and subsequent figures. 

Figure 4 immediately illustrates the main point of this paper, that the W+W-/ZZ  signal 

ratio is sensitive to the details of SEWS; we see that the SM Heavy Higgs model ( m ~  = 1 

TeV) gives W+W-/ZZ  > 1 whereas the LET Model ( m ~  = a) gives W + W - / Z Z  < 1. It 

also shows that the 22 signals around Mzz - 1 TeV are bigger than the backgrounds, since 

Section I11 indicates that the W+W- background has very small (- 1%) probability to be 

misidentified as 22, but more work is needed to separate the W+W- signals. 

The SM efe-W+W- background gets very large contributions from the virtual yy + 

W'W- subprocess, which gives mainly dibosons with small net transverse momentum 

p ~ ( w W ) ,  quite unlike the SEWS signal and other backgrounds. Figure 5 compares the 

W+W- signals and backgrounds versus p ~ ( W w ) ,  after the first-level cuts of Eqs. (21)-(22); 

it shows the small-plr peak of e+e-W+W-, and also shows how the WT backgrounds are €a- 

vored a t  very large PT. It is clearly advantageous to select an intermediate range of p ~ (  W W ) ,  

to remove a lot of background at little cost to the signal; we make somewhat similar cuts for 

~ ~ ( 2 2 )  , though these are less crucial. Specifically we require 

50 GeV < ~ T ( W W )  < 300 GeV, 20 GeV < ~ ~ ( 2 2 )  < 300 GeV, (23 1 

a t  = 1.5 TeV. With large minimum ~ T ( W W )  and p ~ ( 2 . Z )  requirements, it becomes 
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much less likely that the final-state electrons in eeWW and e v W Z  background channels 

can escape undetected down the beam-pipes; a veto on visible hard electrons is now very 

effective against eeWW (less so against e v W Z ) .  W e  therefore impose the veto [?) 

no e* with E, > 50 GeK and I cos0,I < cos(O.15 rad) (24) 

Figure 6 compares the resulting m H  = 1 TeV (SM) and r n ~  = 00 (LET) cross sections 

with backgrounds at f i  = 1.5 TeV, versus diboson invariant mass, after imposing all the 

above cuts. Combining these results with the typical WW + 2.2 and W Z  +- WW,ZZ 

misidentification probabilities from Section 111, we see that both SEWS model signals are 

now observable over the total remaining SM backgrounds. We h e ~ ~ & ~ t h h  adopt the cuts of 

Eqs. (21)-(24) and present detailed results in the next section. 

The lowest order backgrounds e f e -  + WfW-,ZZ can be removed by the cuts on 

~ T ( W W )  and Mrecoil. We have neglected QCD backgrounds from e+e- + jjjj production. 

They are formally of order cu2cy: compared to our electroweak cross sections of order CY* ) 

but the QCD 4-jet final states contain no direct neutrino production and will be heavily 

suppressed by the Mrecoil and pr(WW) cuts; they will be further suppressed by the M ( j j )  2~ 

Mw,MZ requirements. We have also neglected e f e -  + Ti 4 bbW+W- as a source of 

background; this gives unwanted extra jets and would be suppressed by the p ~ ( w W )  cut if 

the b-jets escaped near the beam axis. 

V. Results 

Table I presents our results for e+e- collisions at ,/Z = 1.5 TeV, showing signal and back- 

ground cross sections before and after successive cuts. Here the SM Heavy Higgs and LET 

Model signals have been found by subtracting the SM m H  = 0 intrinsic background from 

SM r n ~  = 1 TeV and r n H  = oc) values, respectively. Partial wave unitarity is respected at all 

energies reached so that no unitarization needs to be imposed [19]. For the chirally coupled 

scalar (CCS) and chirally coupled vector (CCV) models, the signals are calculated in the 
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Contribution 

F V  W+ W -  signals (fb) 
SM (mH = 1 TeV) 
CCS (Ms, rS = 1,0.35 TeV) 
CCV (Mv, r v  = 1,0.03 TeV) 
LET ( m H  = m) 

V V Z Z  signals (fb) 
SM (mH = 1 TeV) 
CCS ( M s ,  rs = 1,0.35 TeV) 
CCV (M,, r v  = 1,0.03 TeV) 
LET (mH = W )  

vvW- W -  signals (fb) 
SM (mH = 1 TeV) 
CCS (M,, Fs = 1,035 TeV) 
CCV ( hfV, I'v = 1,0.03 TeV) 
LET (mH = m) 

SM Backgrounds (fb) 
vvW+W- (rnH = 0) 
vvzz ( M H  = 0) 
e+e-W+W- (mH = 0) 
evWZ ( m H  = 0) 
e-e- -+ z1vW-W- (mH = 0) 

12 

no cuts with Eqs. (21)-(22) with Eqs. (21)-(24) 

7.7 3.5 2.4 
- 3.5 2.4 
- 1.5 1 .O 

3.1 0.61 0.46 

5.9 2.4 2.2 
- 2.7 2.5 
- 0.72 0.67 
3.4 0.89 0.84 

2.7 0.53 0.39 
- 0.71 0.52 
- 0.72 0.53 

3.5 0.89 0.63 

45 1.1 0.86 
18 0.84 0.72 

2000 28 3.5(0.95) 
150 4.6 3.1 (2.7) 
51 2.3 1.7 

Table I: Cross sections in fb, before and after cuts, for efe- collisions at fi = 1.5 TeV. For 

comparison, results for e-e- --+ YUW-MI- are also presented, with the same energy and the I%'+u'- 

cuts. Hadronic branching fractions of WW decays and the W i / Z  identification/misidentification 

are not included here. The first number in the final e+e-W+W- and evWZ entries denotes the 

p~ > 20 GeV choice, for the case where WW and W Z  are misidentified as 22; the second number 

(in parentheses) denotes the p~ > 50 GeV choice, for the case where they are identified as W W .  



Effective W-boson Approximation [171. The validity of this approximation can be checked 

by comparing CCS (with gs = 1) to the exact SM results; there is agreement at the 20% 

level, using the cuts i n  Eq. (22). In such an approximation, however, the kinematical cuts of 

Eqs. (23)-(24) cannot be implemented; we have therefore assumed the efficiencies of these 

cuts to be the same as for the SM heavy Higgs boson ( m H  = 1 TeV) signal. For comparison, 

results for e-e- --f VVW-W- are also included [ll], with the same cuts as the fivW+W- 

case. We remark that the LET signal rates for e+e- + vVZZ and e-e- -+ VVW-W- chan- 

nels are essentially equal (when the cuts imposed are the same); this is a consequence of the 

Low Energy Theorem and crossing symmetry for WL WL scattering. Branching fractions for 

W ---f j j  decays and W*/Z identification/misidentification factors are not included in this 

table. 

In Fig. 7 we present the expected signal and background event rates versus diboson 

mass for different models a t  a 1.5 TeV NLC, assuming an integrated luminosity of 200 fb-'. 

The branching fractions BR(W --+ j j )  = 67.8% and B R ( 2  + j j )  = 69.9% [20] and the 

W*/Z identification/misidentification factors (final set of Section 111) are all included here. 

Comparing the WfW- events (Fig. 7a) and 22 events (Fig. 7b), we once again see that 

a broad Higgs-like scalar will enhance both W+W- and 22 channels with c(W+W-) > 

~ ( 2 2 ) ;  a p-like vector resonance will manifest itself through W+W- but not 22; while the 

LET amplitude will enhance 22 more than W+W-. Table I1 summarizes the corresponding 

total signal S and background B event numbers, summing over diboson invariant mass bins, 

together with the statistical significance S/@. The LET signal for W+W- is particularly 

small; the ratio SIB  can be enhanced by making a higher mass cut (e .g .  M w w  > 0.7 TeV), 

but the significance S / f i  is not in fact improved by this. Results for e-e- VVW-W- 

have again been included for comparison. 

At the NLC, since electron polarization of order 90-95% at injection with only a few 

percent depolarization during acceleration may well be achievable [all, it is interesting to 

consider also the effects of beam polarization. The W+W- t W+W-, 22 scattering signals 
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of interest arise from initial e L  and e; states only and the signal cross sections are therefore 

doubled with an eL beam. Table III(a) shows the background cross sections for the beams 

e + e t ,  e-e, and eze;.  Based O R  these results, event numbers and significances for the case 

of 100% e l  beam at fi = 1.5 TeV with 200 fb-' are shown in TabIe III(b), to be compared 

with Table 11; S and B for intermediate beam polarizations can be found by interpolating 

Table 11 and Table 111. 

channels 

S(e+e-  --$ VVW+W-) 

B( backgrounds) 

S I J B  

Table 11: Total numbers of W+W-,ZZ -t 4-jet signal 5' and background B events calculated 

for a 1.5 TeV N L C  with integrated luminosity 200 fb-'. Events are summed over the mass range 

0.5 < Mww < 1.5 TeV except for the W+W- channel with a narrow vector resonance in which 

0.9 < Mww < 1.1 TeV. The statistical significance S/v% is also given. For comparison, results for 

e-e- i VVW-W- are also presented, for the same energy and luminosity and the WiW- cuts. 

The hadronic branching fractions of W W decays and the W* /Z identification/misidentification 

are included. 

SM Scalar Vector 
m H  = 1 TeV M s  = 1 TeV 

160 160 46 

170 170 4.5 

12 12 22 

M v  = 1 TeV 

S(e+e- t V V Z Z )  

B( backgrounds) 

sja 

120 130 36 

63 63 63 

15 17 4.5 

,S(e-e- t V V W - W - )  

B( backgrounds) 

36 

230 

27 35 

230 230 

SI JB 1 1.8 I 2.3 1 2.4 

LET 

31 

170 

2.4 

45 

63 

5.7 

42 

230 

2.8 

Since the SEWS signals increase with CM energy, a 2 TeV e+e- linear collider would 

give a larger signal rate. We find (see Fig. 3 ) that at ,/3 = 2 TeV the mH = 1 TeV and 
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(a) SM Backgrounds Cross sections in fb with Eqs. (21)-(24) 

1.7 
1.4 

4.3 (1.3) 

e+e, -+ VVW+W- ( m H  = 0) 
e+e, + fiv2.Z ( m H  = 0) 
e+eE --f e+e-W+W- ( m H  = 0) 
e+eZ --f evWZ ( m H  = 0) 

e - e t  --+ UUW-W- ( m H  = 0 )  

4.5 (3.9) 

3.4 
1.3 e - e t  + e - e - W + W -  ( m H  = 0) 

0 

Table 11. 

e-e,  --+ e - u W - Z  ( m ~  = 0) 
e L e z  -+ vvW-W- ( m H  = 0 )  ’ 

ezez  --f e - e - W + W -  ( m H  = 0) 
e z e i  -+ e - v W - 2  ( m ~  = 0 )  

I m H  = SM 1 TeV I MS = 1 TeV 
(b) channels 

4.4 

6.8 
1.8 

6.5 

S(e+e-  ---f vvWfW-) 
B (backgrounds) 

S / O  

1 

72 84 
400 400 
3.6 4.2 

140 170 
710 710 
5.4 6.3 

330 320 
280 280 

20 20 

54 

400 
2.7 
110 
710 
4.0 

S(e+e-  -+ ~ v 2 . Z )  
B( backgrounds) 

S J a  

70 
400 

3.5 
140 

710 
5.2 

S(e-ei  ---$ UVW-W-) 
B (background) 

SI& 
S ( e i e i  + vvW-W-) 
B( background) 

S/ JB 

Vector 
M v  = 1 TeV 

3.7 
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mH = 00 signal cross sections are, for W+W-,  

and for 22, 

asEws(SM 1TeV) 

asEws(LET) 

= g Z Z ( m H  = 1 TeV) - a z z ( m ~  = 0) N 14 fb 

c Z Z ( m H  = m) - C T Z Z ( ~ H  = 0 )  ‘v 7 fb = 

The signal rates are enhanced by about a factor - 2-2.5 by increasing the CM energy from 

1.5 to 2 TeV (compared with the first numerical column in Table I). 

It may be more advantageous to study the SEWS at possible higher energy p+p- col- 

liders [12]. To demonstrate this point, Fig. 8 gives the &-dependence of the corresponding 

SM total cross sections for m H  = 1 TeV as well as the various backgrounds (with m H  = 0). 

The excesses over the m~ = 0 case again represent the SEWS signals in the SM Heavy 

Higgs Model. We see that the uncut VvW+W- and VvZZ signals increase most rapidly at 

the lower energies; starting from the NLC values at 6 = 1.5 TeV, they have increased by 

factors - 2-2.5 at = 2 TeV and by factors - 10 at 4 = 4 TeV (the value currently be- 

ing discussed for a possible p+p- circular collider [12]). More detailed considerations would 

depend on design parameters of the collider and detector; in the absence of firm information, 

we do not pursue this question any further here [22]. 

Finally we note that our calculated cross sections and event rates neglect bremsstrahlung 

and beamstrahlung initial state radiation, which somewhat reduce the effective CM energy 

and with it the signal and principal backgrounds. Colliders are usually designed to minimize 

beamstrahlung. The net corrections are expected to be small and our general conclusions 

are nat affected. 

VI. Summary and Discussion 

Our main results are summarized in Fig. 7 and Tables 11-111 for an e+e- collider at 
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fi = 1.5 TeV. They show that the W+W-/ZZ event ratio is a sensitive probe of SEWS 

dynamics. Indeed, the differences between the various models are quite marked and the 

observation of such signals would provide strong indications about the underlying dynamics 

of the SEWS. In fact, not only the ratio but also the size of the separate W+W- and 22 

signals contains valuable dynamical information. Our results show statistically significant 

signals for a 1 TeV scalar or vector state. We also find a 5.7~7 signal for the LET amplitudes 

via the WfW- -+ 22 channel alone without the improvement by beam polarization. Our 

event numbers are based on optimized acceptance cuts and a luminosity 200 fb-', roughly 

corresponding to one year running with a favorable design [21,23]. 

Our approach is based on W+W-,ZZ -+ ( j j ) ( j j )  four-jet signals, and therefore relies 

on good dijet mass resolution. Our simulations included energy resolution but not angular 

resolution, being conservative about the former to compensate for our neglect of the latter; 

we also folded in the effects of finite W and 2 widths and of semileptonic decays in b and c- 

quark jets. We therefore believe that our final W * / Z  identification/misidentification factors 

are not unrealistic. 

For an e-e- collider with the same energy and luminosity, the LET signal rate for the 

VVW-W- ( I  = 2) channel is similar to the LET result of e+e- + VvZZ,  as anticipated, 

while the background rate is higher. 

The signals are doubled for an e t  polarized beam (or quadrupled for two e; beams), 

whereas the backgrounds increase by smaller factors. Hence polarization improves the sig- 

nificance of signals substantially, for given luminosity: compare Tables I1 and 111. 

The signals also increase strongly with the CM energy. A 2 TeV e+e- linear collider would 

increase the signal rates by roughly a factor of 2-2.5. If future p+p- colliders can reach higher 

energies with comparable luminosities and comparable signal/background discrimination, an 

order of magnitude increase in signal rate may be expected at fi = 4 TeV: see Fig. 8. 

By way of further discussion, we offer the following comments and comparisons. 

(a) It may be possible to exploit 2.2 -, ( j j ) ( P l - )  signals, to confirm the hadronic 22 
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results. The former have smaller branching fraction (reducing both signal and intrinsic 

background by a factor 0.191, but the W Z  3 22 misidentification background is reduced 

by a factor 0.1 and the W+W- backgrouads are eliminated. It may also be possible to 

exploit b-tagging to improve the discrimination between W* and Z dijets. Since 39% of all 

22 4 ( j j ) ( j j )  events contain at least one b6 jet pair, and b-tagging efficiencies of 30-40'70 

per event can be contemplated, requiring a tag would reduce the 22 --j 4j signal and in- 

trinsic backgrounds by a factor 0.12-0.16; in comparison, W Z  events would be reduced by 

0.066-0.088 and W+ W -  backgrounds would be eliminated. 

(b) The direct s-channel process e+e- -+ W+W- should be more advantageous in searching 

for effects from a vector V through y, 2 - V mixing [15,16,23,24], due to  more eEcient use 

of the CM energy, the known beam energy constraint, and better control of backgrounds. 

However, the WW fusion processes studied here involve more spin-isospin channels of WW 

scattering; they are unique for exploring scalar resonances and are complementary to the 

direct s-channel for the vector and non-resonant cases. 

( c )  The conclusions of Ref. [25] are pessimistic about studying the LET amplitude ( r n ~  --+ 

m) at a 1.5 TeV NLC via the vvW+W- channel; in contrast, we find that  the NLC has 

significant potential to explore non-resonant SEWS physics, reaching about a 5.70 signal 

for one-year running in the VvZZ channel alone. The improvement comes mainly from in- 

cluding the W'W- + 22 process and from our optimized kinematical cuts to suppress the 

backgrounds while maximally preserving the SEWS signal. 

(d) We have concentrated on vCW+W-,vPZZ final states, neglecting evWZ signals, be- 

cause the heavy Higgs boson contribution to the latter is negligibly small compared to the 

irreducible SM background (see Fig. 3).  However, the presence of an I = 1 vector state 

would greatly enhance the cross section for efe-  4 e*vWFZ [25]. Our optimal kinematical 

cuts and the M ( j j )  reconstruction should be essentially applicable to the W Z  channel and 

a wider study including this channel would provide consistency checks on SEWS effects. 

( e )  The LET amplitudes we employed correspond to the lowest order universal term in the 
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energy expansion in effective chiral Lagrangians [as]. The magnitude and sign of coefficients 

of higher ~~ITWQS~OII  operators (the so-called anomalous couplings) in the Lagrangians would 

depend on specific SEWS models. In the clean environment at the NLC, m e  may be able 

to measure the  shape as well as the normalization of the WW mass distribution rather well. 

If this can be achieved, one may even hope to study the non-resonance amplitudes in detail 

to go beyond the LET term and to extract the underlying dynamics at higher m a s  scales 

beyond O( 1 TeV). 

(f) Finally, in studying a scalar or a vector resonance, we have followed the simplest approach 

of assuming just one resonance at a time. It has been emphasized recently [27] that there 

may coexist several resonances (as in low energy QCD), a scalar (a-like), a vector (p-like), an 

axial vector (ai-like) and an isospin-singlet vector (o-like), obeying some algebraic relations 

to satisfy the proper Regge behavior and certain sum rules of strong scattering 1281. There 

would be definite relations among the masses and couplings of these resonances, leading 

to cancellation and other predictions in the strong scattering amplitudes. This possibility 

deserves further scrutiny in studying SEWS effects at colliders. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1: W* -+ j j  and 2 t j j  &jet invariant mass distributions €or e+e- --f evWZ events 

at f i  = 1.5 TeV, found by applying (a) algorithm A and (b) algorithm B (see text) 

for calorimeter energy resolution, omitting angular resolution and heavy-quark decay 

effects. 

Fig. 2: SM e+e- --f VvW+W- annihilation and scattering cross sections versus Mrecoil at 

f i  = 1.5 TeV. Annihilation (dotted curve) is compared to scattering with m H  = 1 

TeV (solid curve) and m~ = 0 (dashed curve). 

Fig. 3: Cross sections for SM scattering processes that can contribute SEWS signals and back- 

grounds in the e+e- -+ VvW+W- and VvZZ channels, versus CM energy &. 

Fig. 4: SEWS signal and background cross sections versus diboson invariant mass at f i  = 

1.5 TeV, after the first-level cuts of Eqs. (21)-(22), in the channels (a) e+e- + 

VvW+W- and (b) e+e- + VvZZ.  Solid curves denote total SM contributions with 

m H  = 1 TeV (Heavy Higgs Model) and with m H  = 00 (LET Model); dotted curves 

denote intrinsic SM backgrounds ( m ~  = 0). Dashed and dot-dashed curves show 

e e W W  and e v W Z  production. W*, Z -+ j j  branching fractions and W * / Z  identifi- 

cation/misidentification factors are not included. 

Fig. 5: W+W- signal and background cross sections versus transverse. momentum p ~ (  W W )  

after the first-level cuts of Eqs. (21)-(22). Solid curves denote total contributions from 

the SM Heavy Higgs Model (with m H  = 1 TeV) and the LET Model (with m H  = 00);  

other curves denote backgrounds as in Fig. 4. W*,Z --f j j  branching fractions and 

' W*/Z identification/misidentification factors are not included. 
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Fig. 6: SEWS signal and background cross sections versus diboson invariant mass at fi = 

1.5 TeV, after the combined cuts of Eqs. (21)-(24): fa) in the WsW- channel and 

(b) in the 22 channel. Notation follows Fig. 4. W*, Z --f j j  branching fractions and 

W* /Z iden t ification/misidentification factors are not included. 

Fig. 7: Expected numbers of W+W-,ZZ -+ ( j j ) ( j j )  signal and background events, i n  20 

GeV bins of diboson invariant mass, for 200 fb-' luminosity at fi = 1.5 TeV: 

(a) W+W- events) (b) 22 events. Dijet branching fractions and W * / Z  identifica- 

tion/misidentification factors are included. The dotted histogram denotes total SM 

background including misidentifications. The solid, dashed and dot-dashed histograms 

denote signal plus background for the LET, SM and CCV models, respectively; CCS 

model results are close to the SM case. 

Fig. 8: Cross sections for SM scattering processes that contribute SEWS signals and back- 

grounds in the p + p -  + VvW+W- and VvZZ channels, versus CM energy $. 
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